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ABSTRACT 

We are implementing nano- and micro-technologies to develop a miniaturized electron impact ionization mass 
spectrometer for planetary science. Microfabrication technology is used to fabricate the ion and electron optics, and a 
carbon nanotube (CNT) cathode is used to generate the ionizing electron beam. Future NASA planetary science 
missions demand miniaturized, low power mass spectrometers that exhibit high resolution and sensitivity to search for 
evidence of past and present habitability on the surface and in the atmosphere of priority targets such as Mars, Titan, 
Enceladus, Venus, Europa, and short-period comets. Toward this objective, we are developing a miniature, high 
resolution reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Mini TOF-MS) that features a low-power CNT field emission 
electron impact ionization source and microfabricated ion optics and reflectron mass analyzer in a parallel-plate 
geometry that is scalable. Charged particle electrodynamic modeling (SIMION 8.0.4) is employed to guide the iterative 
design of electron and ion optic components and to characterize the overall performance of the Mini TOF-MS device via 
simulation. Miniature (< 1000 cm3) TOF-MS designs (ion source, mass analyzer, detector only) demonstrate simulated 
mass resolutions > 600 at sensitivity levels on the order of 10" cps/molecule N2/cc while consuming 1.3 W of power and 
are comparable to current spaceflight mass spectrometers. Higher performance designs have also been simulated and 
indicate mass resolutions -1000, though at the expense of sensitivity and instrument volume. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The importance of NASA astrobiological and planetary science missions to high priority targets such as Mars, Titan, 
Enceladus, Europa, Venus, the Moon and short-period comets is emphasized in NASA's 2006 Strategic plan1 and Vision 
for Space ~ x ~ l o r a t i o n ~ .  Future missions to these challenging destinations will be driven by science objectives that 
require in situ measurements of volatiles to advance scientific knowledge of the origin and history of volatiles in the 
solar system, the potential for life elsewhere, and the availability of resources as humans explore space. Mass 
spectrometers that exhibit high mass resolution and sensitivity across a wide mass range will be critical for detailed 
isotopic measurements of volatile species to constrain the origin and processing of light elements (C, H, 0 ,  N, and S), 
the noble gases, and prebiotic organic compounds. In situ chemical and isotopic measurements will be a core element of 
many if not all of the missions targeted for the next decade and beyond. These science objectives and associated mass 
spectrometer requirements are listed in Table 1 along with the targeted NASA missions. 

Current state-of-the-art space flight mass spectrometers, such as the Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) Quadrupole Mass 
Spectrometer (QMS) under development at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) for the 2009 Mars Science 
Laboratory (MSL) mission provide the necessary performance for many targets to make these measurements (refer to 
Table 2). However, future cost-capped New Frontiers- and DiscoveryIScout-class missions require the development of 
more resource efficient solutions that still maintain SAM QMS-level performance. For example, Mars Scout balloon 
and airplane mission concepts have been developed in detail and proposed to NASA and the high science return from 
these platforms is widely recognized. Nevertheless, the scientific return from these aerial platforms could be 
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substantially enhanced with addition of another instrument by a reduction in the mass and power of the mass 
' 

spectrometers baselined for these missions. And though other space flight mass spectrometer programs such as the 
Strophio instrument being developed for the European Space Agency's (ESA) 20 13 BepiColumbo mission to Mercury 
have design goals minimizing instrument mass, volume and power consumption, they do not exhibit the necessary 
performance, particularly in mass range and resolution for most astrobiological applications (refer to Table 2). For 
example, the ability to identify heavier hydrocarbons such as benzene (C6H6, 78.1 121 Da) and standard amino acids such 
as alanine (C;H7N02, 89.1 Da) and lysine (C6HIJN2O2, 146.1 88 Da) would significantly enhance astrobiology mission 
capability. Additionally, there are several astrobiologically significant chemical species pairs that are only slightly 
different in mass and require high mass resolution (mlAm) for unique identification. For example, distinguishing 
helium-3, ( ' ~ e ,  3.0160 Da) from hydrogen deuteride (HD, 3.0219 Da) requires a mass resolution, mlAm > 51 1. In order 
to mass separate formaldehyde (H?CO, 30.0106 Da) and ethane (C2H6, 30.0470 Da), even higher mass resolution of 
m/Am > 824 is needed. 

Table 1 : Targeted science objectives. instrument requirements. and applicable NASA missions 

Table 2: State-of-the-art space flight mass spectrometers and the design goals of the Mini TOF-MS effort. 

Our efforts at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center are aimed at taking a significant step towards a substantially more 
resource efficient high performance mass spectrometer for space use. Our technical approach to instrument development 
emphasizes a simple, miniature reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Mini TOF-MS) architecture featuring an 
extended low power ion source that delivers the high performance required by the mission science objectives identified 
above. Figure 1 illustrates examples of the mission science achievable with the Mini TOF-MS as well as a relative scale 



' .  comparison to the state-of-the-art SAM QMS. We have selected a time-of-flight mass separation mechanism over 
competing technologies, e.g. quadrupole or ion trap, because of the high attainable mass range, simplicity of design, fast 
integration time, and low power consumption that are characteristic of TOF-MS systems. We employ a combination of 
tactics to achieve high mass resolution that include minimizing the spatial distribution of the ion packet by designing 
gridless, low voltage, micron-scale ion optics with a reduced ionization volume along the ion flight direction. A gridless 
non-linear reflectron compensates for initial thermal kinetic energy spread, and our TOF-MS will achieve high 
sensitivity (- 10" cps cm") by densely arraying CNT e-gun field emitters to extend the ionization volume in the ion 
source. Our design goals for the Mini TOF-MS development are listed in Table 2. 
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Fig. 1. The Mini TOF-MS will address a range of science objectives by enabling in situ chemical and isotopic measurements 
of volatile species to constrain the origin and processing of light elements (C, H, 0. N, and S), the noble gases, and 
prebiotic organic compounds within a small instrument package as compared to SAM QMS. 

We make extensive use of electrodynamic computer simulations to guide the Mini TOF-MS design process. In a TOF- 
MS system employing electron impact ionization, instrument performance is dependent upon the flight of charged 
particles: the flight of individual electrons comprising the electron beam defines the ionization volume within the ion 
source and the flight characteristics of positive ions accelerated through the mass analyzer to the detector ultimately 
dictate the resolution and sensitivity. Electrodynamic simulations enable an efficient iterative process of modeling 
different electrode geometries and defining optimal electrode voltage levels, characterizing electron and ion optic 
performance, and identifying subsequent design improvements. The ability to simulate and thoroughly vet the end-to- 
end performance of the Mini TOF-MS design in terms of resolution and sensitivity prior to any expensive hardware 
builds has been a valuable asset during this technology development effort. 

2. DESIGN CONCEPT 
Our Mini TOF-MS concept follows basic reflectron TOF-MS in design and operation and is illustrated in the schematic 
cross section shown in Figure 2. In this reflectron TOF-MS arrangement, a volatile species is introduced to the ion 
source through a gas inlet and is ionized by an electron beam (red dotted arrow) via electron impact. Ion optics apply a 
voltage pulse to accelerate all the ions (blue dashed arrow) to a constant energy toward the reflectron mass analyzer. 
Mass separation occurs within the reflectron mass analyzer because ion velocities are inversely proportional to the 
square root of their masses such that lighter ions travel faster than heavier ions. The reflectron also compensates for the 
initial kinetic energy spread of the ions by applying a retarding potential that reverses the direction of ion motion which 
reproduces the ion space focus plane at the reflected MCP detector, effectively extending the flight path length by a 
factor of two over linear mode TOF-MS operation. Each ion impact is registered by the microchannel plate (MCP) 
detector and the TOF is recorded by an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) electronics board. The 



accumulated TOF data is then processed to generate a mass spectrum. A more thorough description of TOF-MS 
' 

operation can be found elsewhere?. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic cross section of the Mini TOF-MS design concept illustrating the constituent components: densely 
arrayed carbon nanotube field emitter array. controllably doped resistive glass ion optics and reflectron mass 
analyzer, microchannel plate detectors, TOF ASIC electronics. Scaleable parallel-plate geometry allows ion source 
extension for maximum sensitivity. 

Our approach towards miniaturization of this basic reflectron TOF-MS architecture is to apply nano- and micro- 
fabrication techniques to develop core high performance, low power mass spectrometer components. For example, we 
utilize monolithic, low voltage, ( 4 0 0  V) ion optics and a reflectron mass analyzer that are configured in a parallel-plate 
geometry from controllably-doped resistive glass substratest. Thin film metal traces are patterned and deposited onto 
adjacent ion optic or reflectron substrates to form pairs of gridless electrodes that generate the precise electric fields 
required to accelerate and guide charged particles through the Mini TOF-MS system without the sensitivity loss and 
contamination issues associated with grid electrodes. Use of resistively-doped substrates as the primary structural 
members of the ion optics and reflectron also eliminates the need for extraneous stray electric field shielding in those 
regions. Secondly, we take advantage of the parallel-plate geometry to create an extended ion source that features 
densely-arrayed, low power carbon nanotube field emitters (CNT e-gun) as the electron sources. The scalable aspect of 
the ion source provides multiple ionization sites for increased sensitivity without compromising resolution. Finally, the 
high degree of microfabrication compatibility shared by the CNT e-gun and ion optics both in terms of processing 
techniques and common materials (silicon and silicon dioxide substrates, metal thin films) allows straightforward 
integration of the CNT e-gun with the ion optic substrate to produce a robust, small volume ion source. 

3. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION 
An electrodynamics simulation software package, SIMION 3D Ion and Electron Optics Simulator (v8.0.4):, was used to 
guide the design of the Mini TOF-MS concept by establishing three-dimensional electrostatic potential array geometries, 
calculating the electric field of the free space between potential arrays, simulating the flight trajectories of electrons and 
ions created within the model, and characterizing the end-to-end instrument performance in terms of mass resolution and 
sensitivity. The potential arrays define the geometry for all solid electrode structures in the design. Insulative structures 
are not explicitly included in the model and are treated as free space. Potentially detrimental charging effects caused by 
insulative surfaces are minimized at the design level: all insulative surfaces in the Mini TOF-MS design are either 
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- . shielded from direct charged particle beam impingement by conductive/resistive structures or electrostatically blocked 
by maintaining a 4:l ratio between electrode length and electrode gap where an insulative surface is exposed4. The 
potential array geometries were for the CNT e-gun, ion optics, reflectron mass analyzer, and MCP detector were first 
modeled and tested as individual component instances and then later combined in an ion optics workbench to form the 
integrated model of the Mini TOF-MS device. The interfaces between components share a common potential. 

The electric potential throughout the entire model was determined by solving the Laplace equation via an over-relaxation 
finite difference technique at every non-electrode point subject to the boundary conditions imposed by the defined 
electrodes. The electric field was then computed by taking the gradient of the electric potential. A full description of the 
computation methods employed by the SIMION software is described SIMION Version 8.0 User Manual (Appendix H). 
A fine grid spacing was defined for each modeled component to ensure the accuracy of the calculated electric field. The 
grid spacing ranged between 0.050 mm and 0.5 mm per grid unit depending on the level of structural detail. 

In order to characterize the charged particle optic performance of the CNT e-gun, ion optics and reflectron mass 
analyzer, 60,000 charged particles (electrons in the case of the CNT e-gun and positive ions in the case of the ion optics 
and reflectron) were randomly generated and allowed to move within the model as dictated by the calculated electric 
field. The properties of the electrons and ions were allowed to randomly vary either between user-specified limits or 
following known distributions (e.g. Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution describing the kinetic energy of gas or Lorentz 
distribution describing spectral peak shape due to collision broadening) to most accurately represent laboratory 
conditions. The properties that defined a charged particle included the particle charge, mass, birth coordinates, initial 
trajectories direction, and initial average energy. 

After specifying the operating voltages for all component potential arrays of the integrated Mini TOF-MS model, the 
end-to-end performance was characterized by simulating the flight of the randomly generated electrons and ions through 
the calculated electric field of the model to determine the instrument resolution and sensitivity. 

The instrument resolution was determined by restricting the ion masses to two values separated by 1 Da. Sixty thousand 
such ions in equal proportions were randomly generated within the ionization volume (as defined by the boundaries of 
the ionizing electron beam within the ion source) and accelerated instantaneously (i.e. zero rise time voltage pulse) into 
the reflectron mass analyzer and then to the MCP detector 2. The TOF data of all ions arriving at the detector was 
recorded and binned into time steps consistent with response time of TOF ASIC electronics, and plotted into a TOF 
histogram. The two ion masses were adjusted until a histogram characterized by two TOF spectral peaks as defined by a 
90% peak-valley criterion was produced. The TOF spectral resolution and the instrument mass resolution are related 
and defined as 

where m is the mass of one of the ion species, d m  is the mass difference between the two ion species, t is the ion TOF, 
and At is the TOF difference between the two ion species. 

The instrument sensitivity was calculated by first considering a cylindrical ionization volume defined by the ionizing 
electron beam dimensions as shown in Figure 3. I,. is the current emitted from the electron impact ionization source, A 

Fig. 3 :  Schematic representation of idealized ionization volume bounded by the dimensions of an electron beam. 

is the cross sectional area of the ionization volume perpendicular to the electron beam, y is the height of the ionization 
volume, and n is the number of molecules inside the ionization volume. The ionization efficiency, E,, is the ratio of the 



total cross sectional area of all n molecules over the total cross sectional area of the ionization volume and is expressed - 
as 

where 0, is the electron impact cross section for ionization for molecular species i. Equation (2) can be re-expressed in 
terms of molecular density, d, by normalizing by the ionization volume, 

El = yda,  . (3) 

The ionization efficiency can also be evaluated in terms of the ratio of rate of ionized charges generated, I,, over the total 
rate of electron charges available for ionization, I,., 

where e is the absolute value of the elementary charge carried by a singly charged ion or electron. Equating (3) and (4) 
and rearranging yields the total number of ions created by the electron beam, 

In any mass spectrometer the probability that an ion successfully arrives at the detector is determined by the transmission 
efficiency, E,, which is dependent upon characteristics of the ion source and intervening ion optics. Thus the rate of ion 
arrival at the detector, ID,,, can be expressed as 

Finally the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer, S,, to a molecular species i can be expressed by normalizing (6) by the 
molecular density such that 

S, = - yo,  El . ( I : )  

The transmission efficiency, El, can be determined by tracking the ion trajectories in the simulated model and recording 
the statistics of ion arrival at the detector. The ionization volume height, y, is defined by the modeled gap between the 
ion optics across which the electron beam passes. The rate of electron charge or electron beam current, I,., is measured 
through laboratory experimentation and the ionization cross section, o1, for specific molecular species can be found in 
the literature. 

Based upon the simulated performance (mass resolution and sensitivity), Mini TOF-MS design improvements were 
identified and implemented in subsequent design revisions. This design process was iterated until the desired prototype 
design criteria were achieved. 

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN SIMULATED AND LABORATORY PERFORMANCE 

Confirmation of the predictive accuracy of these simulation techniques was obtained by comparing the mass spectra 
obtained by an early version of a miniature TOF mass spectrometer of a different design produced at NASA GSFC with 
SlMlON computer models and simulated performance. The primary goal of this early version was to demonstrate the 
efficacy of microfabrication technology in producing a miniaturized mass spectrometer. Discrete electrodes were 
individually fabricated out of silicon and hand-assembled to form an ion optical component. A traditional thermionic 
emitter was incorporated to provide electron impact ionization within the ion source. The ion source was combined with 



a resistive glass field-free drift tube? and a MCP detectors to form a simple mass spectrometer configured for lower 
resolution, linear TOF operation within a small volume package (< 100 cm'). The core elements of our first miniature 
mass spectrometer prototype are shown fully integrated in the photograph in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4: An early miniature TOF mass spectrometer utilizing MEMS components and low resolution TOF spectrum. 
Electrodynamic modeling of the as-built hardware generated the simulated TOF spectrum. The excellent 
agreement between the simulated and actual spectra demonstrates the accuracy of these predictive methods. 

This mass spectrometer core was installed within a high vacuum chamber and connected via electrical feedthroughs to 
laboratory-scale voltage pulse control electronics, TOF electronics, and a data acquisition system. Performance testing 
of this early prototype was conducted at a pressure of ton. and yielded the low resolution TOF spectrum shown in 
Figure 4. The spectrum was characterized by three broad peaks associated with masses 2 Da (Hz), 18 Da (H20), and 28 
Da (N2) respectively, and was in excellent agreement with simultaneous results from a residual gas analyzer (RGA)'" 
sampling the vacuum chamber volume. 

All as-built conductive surfaces of this early mass spectrometer prototype were modeled as electrodes within a potential 
array as shown in Figure 4 and the electrical operation of the modeled device in linear mode was simulated using 
identical control voltage parameters employed during laboratory testing. Equal proportions of the masses identified by 
the RGA results (2 Da, 18 Da, and 28 Da) were randomly generated within the ionization volume of the model's ion 
source and accelerated towards the detector plane. The TOF of each ion impact at the detector plane was recorded and a 
simulated TOF spectrum was generated and is shown in Figure 4. Comparison with the laboratory results shows that the 
simulated spectrum accurately predicts the TOF peak positions. In addition, the simulated TOF spectrum also accurately 
predicts the peak shape which is characterized by a peak broadening towards higher TOF. The peak broadening toward 
higher TOF in the simulated spectrum was induced by continued ion production by the electron beam throughout the 
long (3 12 ns) voltage pulse out phase of ion acceleration. The agreement between the simulated and laboratory-obtained 
TOF spectra confirms the accuracy of these simulation methods and their efficacy for guiding TOF-MS instrument 
design and characterizing performance. 

5. MINI TOF-MS DESIGN SIMULATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 
In order to realize the Mini TOF-MS design, a proof-of-concept laboratory prototype was modeled and its performance 
simulated. The design goals of this proof-of-concept laboratory prototype were to demonstrate high mass resolution (> 
500) with sufficient sensitivity (> 1 x 10.' cps/molecule NJcc) within a small modeled volume (< 1000 cm3) while 
accomodating instrument packaging constraints to simplify future hardware integration. Additional design emphasis 
was placed upon reducing overall development cost such that in-hand parts and existing components were incorporated 
into the proof-of-concept prototype model and simulation. The resulting proof-of-concept Mini TOF-MS prototype 
alters the design discussed in Section 2 in the following ways: 1) a stand-alone CNT e-gun is employed rather than one 
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directly deposited to the ion optics to facilitate independent component-level CNT e-gun testing prior to integration, 2) 
' 

the ion source is not extended for maximum sensitivity to enable use of existing, pre-sized resistive glass ion optic 
substrates, 3) sidewall electrode plates are included on the ion optics and reflectron mass analyzer to provide stray 
electric field shielding, and 4) an existing 8 mm miniature TOF detectorQs utilized. A modeled prototype based upon 
these design requirements will be sufficient to prove the Mini TOF-MS concept through simulated performance. 
Subsequent prototypes can be optimized further to demonstrate higher sensitivity (extended ion source and custom MCP 
detector) and additional packaging robustness (i.e, a fully integrated CNT e-gun), as resources permit. 

5.1 Ion Source Model 

The modeled electrode geometry of the proof-of-concept Mini TOF-MS ion source is comprised of a CNT e-gun and 
resistive glass ion optics and is shown in cross section in Figure 5a (inset illustrates the same geometry from an isometric 
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Fig. 5: (a) Cross section of modeled ion source electrode geometry with isometric view in inset. Continuous resistive glass 
substrates of ion optics modeled as series of discrete aperture electrodes. Potential energy plots of ion source cross 
section illustrating ion source operational modes: (b) ionization mode and (c) acceleration mode. 

perspective). The CNT e-gun electrode geometry consisted of a CNT cathode substrate, an extraction grid (modeled as 
an ideal grid), and five electrostatic lenses. To simulate CNT e-gun operation, tens of thousands of electrons were 
randomly generated within a initial kinetic energy range of 0.025 eV - 0.027 eV, with initial trajectories randomized 
about 360" in elevation and azimuth angle, and within a plane defined by the CNT tips of a virtual 2 x 2 mm CNT field 
emitter array deposited and grown to a height of approximately 10 ym directly onto the cathode substrate. A bias 
voltage (200 V) was placed upon the extraction grid to accelerate the electrons while electrostatic lenses focused the 
electron beam and attenuated the electron kinetic energy within the ion optic gap (y = 1 mm) to 70 eV - 100 eV in order 
to maximize ionization efficiency5. The extraction potential was selected based upon prior laboratory tests of earlier , 

CNT e-gun prototypes. The potentials assigned to the electro-optic lenses, listed in Figure 5a, resulted in an average 
electron beam diameter of 350 pm and a final electron kinetic energy of 100 eV within the ion optic gap as illustrated in 
Figure 5b. The ionization volume of the ion source was defined by the ion optic gap (y = 1 mm) and the average 
diameter of the focused electron beam (350 ym). 

The continuous resistive surfaces of the monolithic glass substrates to be used in the construction of the ion optics were 
modeled as a series of discrete aperture electrodes also shown in Figure 5a. The aligned apertures simulated the ion 
optic gap 0, = 1 mm) between the top and bottom ion optic substrates. The fine aperture electrode spacing of 0.5 mm 
ensured close approximation to the electric field generated by two resistive glass substrates patterned with linear thin 
film electrodes and arranged in a parallel plate geometry. Two electrodes were modeled near the ion optic exit to 
facilitate ion beam steering in the Y dimension. The ion source was simulated to function in two operational modes: 
ionization mode and acceleration mode. The voltage combinations defining the two modes are illustrated in the two 



' ' plots in Figure 5b and Figure 5c where the vertical axis corresponds to the potential energy at every point within the 
modeled ion source cross section. During ionization mode, the electron beam (labeled e-beam in Figure 5b) transects the 
ion optic gap which in this vicinity (ion optic electrodes 1 - 31) and is characterized by a constant 515 V potential 
energy surface (zero electric field). Ions are generated via electron impact ionization of neutral volatile species which 
occurs within the ionization volume defined by the electron beam. Due to the constant potential energy surface, ions are 
not accelerated in this mode. The voltage combination represented by the acceleration mode, defines the constant 
electric field generated by a voltage pulse that accelerates the ions out the ion source exit (the resultant ion beam is 
schematically illustrated by the blue dashed arrow). The steering electrodes are activated to deflect the ion beam 
towards the reflected MCP detector 2. Two pairs of voltage matched sidewall electrodes enclosed the sides of the ion 
optics to block stray electric fields from disrupting ion flight within the ion source (visible in inset of Figure 5a). 

5.2 Reflectron Mass Analyzer Model 

The modeled electrode geometry of the reflectron mass analyzer is shown in Figure 6a. As was the case for the ion 
optics, a series of discrete aperture electrodes were used to model the electric field generated by the resistive surfaces 

Fig. 6: (a) Isometric view of modeled reflectron mass analyzer electrode geometry. Continuous resistive glass substrates 
of reflectron modeled as series of discrete aperture electrodes. (b) Potential energy plot of reflectron cross section 
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patterned with thin film linear electrodes arranged in a parallel plate configuration. The aligned apertures simulated the 
reflectron gap (25 mm) between the top and bottom reflectron substrates and an electrode spacing of 5 mm ensured a 
close approximation to the electric field generated by adjacent continuous resistive surfaces defined by linear thin film 
electrodes. The voltage gradient along the length of the reflectron mass analyzer employs five constant electric field 
sections to approximate a non-linear voltage profile of an ion mirror with high order kinetic energy compensation6 and is 
illustrated in the potential energy plot of Figure 6b. Besides enhancing mass resolution with 5" order kinetic energy 
compensation, the non-linear reflectron voltage gradient also facilitates the gridless electrode design: the zero electric 
fields at the entrancelexit of the reflectron do not introduce a sharp discontinuity in the electric field which can divert ion 
trajectories leading to lower sensitivity. Six pairs of voltage matched sidewall electrodes enclosed the sides to block 
stray electric fields from disrupting ion flight within the reflectron mass analyzer. Though the reflectron width (80 mm) 
is oversized for this proof-of-concept prototype, it was designed this way to facilitate investigations into sensitivity 
enhancements involving an extended ion source. The length (140 mm) and width (80 mm) of the reflectron were set by 
the maximum resistive glass substrate dimensions commercially available?. 

5.3 Ion Space Focus Plane 

(b) Potential Energy Plot 

The modeled ion source and reflectron mass analyzer components were first combined into a virtual ion optic workbench 
and characterized in SIMION in order to locate the reflected ion space focus plane and thus determine the optimal 
position for detector placement. Since randomly generated iso-mass ions may be birthed anywhere within the finite 
ionization volume (i.e. 350 ym electron beam diameter), upon initiation of acceleration mode ions that were formed 
closer to back of the ion source (point A in Figure 5c) will attain a slightly higher velocity than ions that were formed 
closer to the front of the ion source (point B in Figure 5c) due to the difference in potential energy at the two locations. 



.. 
At some point after the ion source, the faster ions will catch up with the slower ions. This location is referred to as the 
space focus plane and represents the position of sharpest temporal focus of the ion packet in a TOF-MS system. The 
addition of a reflectron reproduces this temporal focus at a new location known as the reflected space focus plane. 
Maximum instrument mass resolution is attained by positioning the detector at the reflected space focus plane. 
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Fig. 7: Cross section of ion optic workbench with ideal iso-mass ion beam trajectories with higher (green) and lower (blue) 
initial kinetic energies. Red dots denote time markers at 0.5 ps intervals. Coincidence of time markers identifies unique 
reflected space focus plane location. 

The location of the reflected space focus plane was simulated from the combined ion source and reflectron by birthing 
10 ideal ions (zero initial kinetic energy and user-specified birth coordinates) at the extreme leading (point B) and 
trailing (point A) edges of the ionization volume, accelerating them into the reflectron mass analyzer in acceleration 
mode, and tracking their trajectories with time markers set at 0.5 ps intervals as shown in the cross sectional view of 
Figure 7. The trajectories of the faster ions from point A and of the slower ions from point B are traced in green and 
blue, respectively. The simulated results reveal a coincidence of ion time markers at a unique location within the model 
identifying the reflected space focus plane and the optimal detector position. 

5.4 Integrated Mini TOF-MS Model and Mass Resolution 

The modeled ion source and reflectron mass analyzer components were combined with a modeled 8 mm miniature TOF 
detector oriented to receive ions at the reflected space focus plane to form an integrated proof-of-concept Mini TOF-MS 
prototype shown in Figure 8a. The spaces between adjacent components (instances in SIMION terminology) were 
characterized by a constant 5 15 V between the CNT e-gun and the ion optics and common ground potential between all 
other components to ensure realistic ion trajectory simulations that were subjected to all non-zero electric fields. 
Subsequent hardware builds based upon this design geometry will maintain these inter-component zero electric fields. 
The component positions were optimized to find the configuration that offered the best overall combination of 
instrument mass resolution and sensitivity and packaging simplicity. The final modeled volume of the Mini TOF-MS 
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Fig. 8: (a) Isometric bien of modeled integrated Mini TOF-MS prototype. (b) Simulated mass spectrum indicating unit mass 
resolution at 600 Da. 



- prototype was < 840 cm' 

The mass resolution of the modeled Mini TOF-MS prototype was determined following the procedure identified in 
Section 3. Assuming 1 ns time step binning intervals, the resultant TOF spectrum is shown in Figure 8b. Application of 
(1) on the two distinct TOF peaks characterizing this TOF spectrum demonstrates that the modeled Mini TOF-MS 
prototype design achieves a mass resolution, m/Am, of > 600, satisfying our stated design goal of m/Am > 50.0 for proof- 
of-concept. The simulated Mini TOF-MS prototype mass ,resolution also surpasses that of the current state-of-the-art 
SAM QMS (unit resolution at 535 Da) and is sufficient to uniquely identify astrobiologically important chemical pairs 
such as helium-3, ( 3 ~ e ,  3.0160 Da) and hydrogen deuteride (HD, 3.0219 Da) for approximately a third of the instrument 
volume. 

5.5 Mini TOF -MS Sensitivity 

The sensitivity of the modeled Mini TOF prototype was calculated following the procedure described in Section 3. In 
spite of the undersized sensor area of the modeled detector (8 mm diameter), statistical analysis of the simulated 
trajectories of all 60,000 randomly generated ions indicate a Mini TOF-MS prototype transmission efficiency, El, of 6%. 
Prior laboratory experimentation on early CNT e- un prototypes have demonstrated electron emission currents, I,., on f the order of 1 x 1 0 ' ~  A at the extraction g i d t  . Assuming an electron impact cross section for ionization, a,, 
corresponding to diatomic nitrogen7 (N?) of 2.5 x 1 0 " ~  cm2 for incident electron energies of 100 eV as determined in the 
model, application of Equation (7) yields a calculated Mini TOF-MS prototype sensitivity of 9 x 1 0 ' ~  cpslmolecule 
NZ/cc. Though this level of sensitivity is sufficient to prove out the Mini TOF-MS concept, the modeled prototype could 
be readily improved by replacing the undersized 8 mm diameter TOF detector with a larger, custom-shaped MCP 
detector. Simulations of this slightly modified configuration demonstrate a higher transmission efficiency of 15% which 
results in a higher instrument sensitivity of 2 x 1 o - ~  cps/molecule N2/cc for a single ion source. 

Further improvements in sensitivity can be achieved by taking advantage of the scaleable parallel plate geometry of the 
Mini TOF-MS design through extension of the ion source as a way to increase the ionization volume as depicted in 
Figure 2. By considering ion source extension as multiples of a single ion source, then an ion source multiplicative 
factor, M, can be incorporated into (7) such that the overall instrument sensitivity is described as 

Taking the slightly modified Mini TOF-MS configuration with a larger MCP detector as the as the basis for the 
sensitivity of a single ionization volume achievable with a 2 x 2 mm CNT field emitter array, we can estimate the 
sensitivity of a multiple ionization device. Extension of the ion source by a multiplicative factor of 25 results in a 50 
mm wide ion source that fits easily within the maximum resistive substrate width (80 mm) while leaving sufficient space 
(15 mm) to avoid potential fringing field effects along the instrument edges. Application of (8) then provides a 
sensitivity estimate for a Mini TOF-MS with an extended ion source of 6 x 10" cps/molecule N2/cc, a value on par with 
current-state-of-the-art mass spectrometers such as the SAM QMS. Preliminary simulation efforts suggest that 
sensitivity enhancement due to ion source extension is possible as long as the electric field uniformity with respect to the 
instrument width (Z dimension) is carefully maintained. 

5.6 Mini TOF -MS Power Requirements 

Based upon the specified design geometry, simulated electrical operating conditions and instrument performance results 
above, the overall power required to operate the proof-of-concept Mini TOF-MS prototype (non-extended ion source, 8 
mm miniature TOF detector), P,,,,,,,7w-t4s, was determined by summing the calculated power demands of each 
component, 

PCl~rlrlOl:-iIS = 'C.\'7' + '10 + 'Re f + 'Drr (9) 
t 

where Plo, P,c,,, and P,,, are the power consumed by the CNT e-gun, ion optics, reflectron mass analyzer, and 
MCP detector, respectively. 

t t  With proper alignment in subsequent prototypes, it is expected that the same emission current is possible at the anode. 



The power required to operate the non-extended (2 mm x 2 mm CNT field emitter array) CNT e-gun, can be .' 
described by Joules's Law. 

where 6',,,,,,,, is the bias voltage required to extract the emission current. Laboratory experiments on early CNT e-gun 
prototypes have demonstrated electron emission currents, I,., of 1 x lo-' A with an applied extraction voltage of 200 V. 
Thus from (1 O), P,.<rl is 2 x 1 o - ~  W. 

The electrical power consumed by the ion optics, PIo, consists of two elements: the power required to establish the static 
voltage gradients in ionization mode and acceleration mode, Plo ,,,,,,, and the power required to deliver a dynamic 
voltage pulse to transition between the two modes, PI,, Q,,umic The static power associated with maintaining a voltage 
gradient can be determined by combining Joule's Law and Ohm's law, 

where V and R are the voltage and electrical resistance, respectively, between ion optic electrodes, W is the ion optic 
width, t ,  and p are the thickness and resistivity of the resistive layer on the glass substrate, and L is the distance between 
adjacent ion optic electrodes. The resistivity in thin films is frequently expressed in terms of sheet resistance, R,, such 
that p = R,J,, yielding 

Doubling (12) to account for the parallel-plate construction yields the power for each section within the ion optics 
characterized by a voltage gradient, P ~ ~ ~ s l ~ l i ( .  rec/lon> 

and is applicable to both ionization and acceleration modes. The power associated with operating in ionization mode, 
PIo ,,,, and acceleration, Plo_,,,,,, mode is found by summing all power contributions from each section and scaling by 
the duty cycle, such that 

- 40 - ~ f a l l c  - z ! = j e c / r o n  4 O - , o n  + C,=sec/~on 4 o - a c c e i  ' (I4) 

Given that the instrument will be operated in ionization mode for 5 x lo-' s, the time for the heaviest resolvable ions to 
reach the detector, and pulsed in acceleration mode for only 1 x s, the large disparity in duty cycles means that 
P/o. ,on >> Pie orcei, reducing ( 14) to 

The only ion optic section with a non-zero voltage gradient occurs between electrodes 3 1 - 46, and is characterized by V 
= 515 V, W = 15 mm, L = 7.5 mm, and R, = 1 x 10" R square-' (as quoted by the manufacturer). Thus, Plo ,,u,,c = 1 x 
I 04 W. 

In order to determine the power required to transition between ionization mode and acceleration mode, it is useful to 
approximate adjacent linear thin film electrodes patterned on the resistive glass substrate surfaces as two parallel wires, 
with a wire radius, r,,, on the order of the electrode film thickness, t,, separated by a distance, L, and running the entire 
ion optic width, W. The capacitance, C, between two parallel wires is then 

Given that the total energy, U, stored in this parallel wire system is 



where C.Z is the final voltage between the two wires, then the power required is 

where t  is time and dV,>/ dt is the maximum slew rate. Substituting (16) and doubling (I 8) to account for the parallel- 
plate construction yields the power for each section within the ion optics characterized by dynamic voltage change 
between ionization and acceleration mode, P,,, ,I ,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,, 

The power associated with this dynamic operation is found by summing all power contributions from each ion optic 
section such that 

In the simulated Mini TOF-MS model, the ion optics are defined by three sections: electrodes 1 - 16, electrodes 16 - 31, 
electrodes 3 1 - 46. The section between electrodes 1 - 16 is characterized by L = 7.9 mm and V,> = 265 V. The section 
between electrodes 16 - 3 1 is characterized by L = 7.9 mm and V,, = -265 V. The section between electrodes 31 - 46 is 
characterized by L = 7.5 mm and V p  = -250 V. All ion optic sections are characterized by W = 15 mm and r,, = 5 x 
mm. Assuming a slew rate -50 V 1 ns (equivalent to a 5 ns rise time) and scaling by the duty cycle, yields an average 
power, P,() dJnomlc, of 4 x W. 

Thus the total power consumed by the ion optics, Plo, being dominated by the dynamic power, is also 4 x W. 

The power required to maintain the voltage gradients across the five sections of the reflectron mass analyzer can be 
found in a manner analogous to that used to determine PIo ,,,,,,, above. Table 3 lists the dimensional and electrical 
parameters for each reflectron section as given in the Mini TOF-MS model. All reflectron sections were characterized 
by W =  80 mm and R, = 1 x 10'' C? square7'. Thus, the total power consumed by the reflectron mass analyzer, PRef, is 4 x 
1 0 . ~  W. 

Table 3: Spacing and voltage between adjacent reflectron mass analyzer electrodes. 

In order to calculate the power demands of the MCP detector, it is useful to consider the electrical circuit shown in 
Figure 9. The average rate of ion impingement at the detector, I,, generates a current within the MCP detector, ln4c.lJ, 

Fig. 9: Schematic electrical circuit of a MCP detector arranged in a chevron configuration 



dependent upon the detector gain, G, such that 

In order to ensure sufficient electrons to minimize detector dead time, the current supplied by the power supply, I,?, 
should be an order of magnitude greater than as in 

Combining Joule's Law and Ohm's Law yields the total power required by the supply to operate the MCP detector, Pl jr , ,  

Applying the ideal Gas Law and evaluating the simulated Mini TOF-MS prototype sensitivity (9 x lo-' cps/molecule 
N~ICC for an 8 mm miniature TOF detector) at 300K and t o n ,  yields an average rate of ion impingement rate, I,, of 3 
x lo6 ionsls. Experience with this miniature MCP detector through laboratory testing demonstrate G = 3 x 1 o7 e-IS at V s  
= 2050 V. Thus, the total power required to operate the MCP detector is 0.2 W. Application of Ohm's Law provides the 
resistance across the MCP detector plates of 1.7 x lo7 R given Is = 1 x 10.' A and Vs = 2050 V, which is within the 
manufacturer's product specifications. 

Evaluating (9) results in the total power required to operate the proof-of-concept Mini TOF-MS prototype, Pnnmr7.01.-ne, 
which is 0.3 W. The power consumption is dominated by MCP detector needs. 

The same methodology can be applied to a Mini TOF-MS design that features an extended ion source and MCP detector 
with a multiplicative factor of M = 25. In this case, application of the Ideal Gas Law to the calculated Mini TOF-MS 
sensitivity (3 x 10" cpslmolecule N2/cc) at 300K and ton,  results in an ion impingement rate, I,, of 2 x 10' ionsls. 
To handle this increased ion flux, a larger, single strip MCP detector with different operating parameters ( V .  = 2400 V, 
G = 4 x 1 o6 e-Is, R,w(.P = 4 x 1 o6 a) can be used::. The total power required to operate an Mini TOF-MS design modified 
for high sensitivity is found by evaluating (9) and is 1.3 W, which represents over an order of magnitude improvement in 
power consumption than current state-of-the-art mass spectrometers such as the SAM QMS (14.5 W for thermionic 
emission ion source, quadrupole mass analyzer, and detector components). These results establish the theoretical basis 
for resource-friendly, low power operation of the Mini TOF-MS in planetary science applications. 

6. HIGHER PERFORMANCE DESIGNS 
We have also investigated higher performance TOF-MS designs in an effort to meet science objectives demanding 
higher mass resolution. One approach towards higher mass resolution is to extend the total ion flight length. This can be 
accomplished by again taking advantage of the parallel plate Mini TOF-MS geometry to produce a stacked double 
reflectron TOF-MS as shown schematically in Figure 10a. An integrated model based upon this general design was 
modeled and its simulated performance was characterized. The resultant spectrum of two chemical species of 
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Fig. 10: (a) Schematic cross section of a double reflectron Mini TOF-MS design for achieving higher mass resolution 
(b) Simulated mass spectrum of formaldzhlde and ethane demonstrates unit mass resolution at 1000 Da. 

++ 
++ For example, a custom-cut, 75 mm wide chevron MCP detector with extended dynamic range, ADP 3075MA 3212518 
D EDR 60: 1, Photonis USA, Inc., www.uhotonis.com. 



. 
' *  astrobiological interest (formaldehyde and ethane) is shown in Figure lob and demonstrates a mass resolution of 1000 

within a core volume of 1130 cm3. The price of greater resolution however is decreased sensitivity. The transmission 
efficiency in the double reflectron TOF-MS configuration was 1% which corresponds to an instrument sensitivity of 4 x 
10"' cpslmolecule N2/cc for an ion source extended by a multiplicative factor of 25. Despite the lower sensitivity, such a 
device would still provide significant capability for a space flight mass spectrometer. 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

We have described a design of a miniature TOF-MS for astrobiological and planetary science that utilizes nano- and 
micro-fabricated components and have characterized its high performance attributes via SIMION electrodynamic 
simulations. The modeled Mini TOF-MS design has been shown to exhibit a mass resolution of 600 and a sensitivity of 
7 x cps/molecule N2/cc within a small volume of 840 cm3 for core elements (i.e. ion source, reflectron mass 
analyzer, and detector) and lays the theoretical foundation for a sound proof-of-concept prototype build. Reasonable 
extrapolations suggest that attainment of higher sensitivity on the order of 5 x cps/molecule N21cc with the Mini 
TOF-MS architecture is possible through extension of the ion source without sacrificing mass resolution or instrument 
volume. Higher performance modifications to the basic Mini TOF-MS design such as incorporating a double reflectron 
configuration have also been investigated with electrod namic simulations and demonstrate achievement of mass '? resolutions of >1000, albeit with lower sensitivity (3 x 10- cps/molecule N2/cc) and a slightly larger core volume (1 130 
cm3). 

Future efforts will focus on refining the Mini TOF-MS performance simulations by incorporating realistic voltage pulse 
rise times and pulse widths as well as electron beam space charge effects in order to more accurately quantify the impact 
on instrument resolution and sensitivity. We are currently engaged in Mini TOF-MS component microfabrication and 
assembly in preparation for laboratory performance testing of the integrated prototype. 
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